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Los cálculos hechos en estas notas fueron, en gran parte, con la ayuda del
sofware GAP.
The GAP Group, GAP -- Groups, Algorithms, and Programming, Version
4.4.12; 2008. (http://www.gap-system.org)
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sigma1:=(1,2,3)*(4,5,6);
alfa1:=(1,2)*(3,4)*(5,7)*(6,8);
G1:=Group(sigma1,alfa1);

evaluate
(1,2,3)(4,5,6)
(1,2)(3,4)(5,7)(6,8)
Group([ (1,2,3)(4,5,6), (1,2)(3,4)(5,7)(6,8) ])
(1,2,3)(4,5,6)
(1,2)(3,4)(5,7)(6,8)
Group([ (1,2,3)(4,5,6), (1,2)(3,4)(5,7)(6,8) ])
Size(G1);

evaluate
168
168
delta1:=alfa1^(-1)*sigma1^(-1);

evaluate
(2,3,6,8,5,7,4)
(2,3,6,8,5,7,4)
IsSimpleGroup(G1);

evaluate
true
true
IsomorphismTypeInfoFiniteSimpleGroup( G1);

evaluate
rec( series := "L", parameter := [ 2, 7 ],
name := "A(1,7) = L(2,7) ~ B(1,7) = O(3,7) ~ C(1,7) = S(2,7) ~ 2A(1,7)
= U(2\
,7) ~ A(2,2) = L(3,2)" )
rec( series := "L", parameter := [ 2, 7 ],
name := "A(1,7) = L(2,7) ~ B(1,7) = O(3,7) ~ C(1,7) = S(2,7) ~ 2A(1,7) = U(2\
,7) ~ A(2,2) = L(3,2)" )

sigma2:=(1,2,3)*(4,7,5)*(9,8,10);
alfa2:=(1,2)*(3,4)*(5,6)*(7,8)*(9,11)*(10,12);
G2:=Group(sigma2,alfa2);

evaluate
Size(G2);

evaluate
95040
95040
delta2:=alfa2^(-1)*sigma2^(-1);

evaluate
(2,3,5,6,7,9,11,10,12,8,4)
(2,3,5,6,7,9,11,10,12,8,4)
IsSimpleGroup(G2);

evaluate
true
true
IsomorphismTypeInfoFiniteSimpleGroup( G2);

evaluate
rec( series := "Spor", name := "M(12)" )
rec( series := "Spor", name := "M(12)" )

http://localhost:8000/home/admin/8/
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sigma3:=(2,5,8)*(4,7,6)*(9,10,11)*(12,14,13)*(16,18,17)*(21,19,22);
alfa3:=(1,2)*(3,4)*(5,6)*(7,10)*(8,9)*(11,12)*(13,15)*(14,16)*(17,19)*(18,20)*(21,23)*(22,24);
G3:=Group(sigma3,alfa3);

evaluate

Size(G3);

evaluate
244823040
244823040
delta3:=alfa3^(-1)*sigma3^(-1);

evaluate
(1,8,11,13,15,14,17,21,23,22,24,19,18,20,16,12,10,4,3,6,2)(5,7,9)
(1,8,11,13,15,14,17,21,23,22,24,19,18,20,16,12,10,4,3,6,2)(5,7,9)
IsSimpleGroup(G3);

evaluate
true
true
IsomorphismTypeInfoFiniteSimpleGroup( G3);

evaluate
rec( series := "Spor", name := "M(24)" )
rec( series := "Spor", name := "M(24)" )

evaluate

http://localhost:8000/home/admin/8/
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Grupo de Automorfismos de un dessin:
Consideremos un dessin d'enfants D, con N ejes, cuyo grupo cartogáfico G está generado por las permutaciones a (permutación
asociada a los vértices negros) y b (permutación asociada a los vértices blancos).
Una permutación t de los ejes que conmuta con a y con b (luego con cada elemento de G), es decir, ta=at y tb=bt, es llamada un
automorfismo de D. Sea A el grupo de los automorfismos de D (verificar que efectivamente A es un grupo).
Se puede verificar que podemos realizar A como un grupo de homeomorfismos (que preserva la orientación) sobre la superficie
donde tenemos el dessin (tarea).
Determinar A para los dessins d'enfants encontrados hasta ahora.
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Dessins d’enfants: bipartite maps and Galois groups
Gareth Jones, Southampton, U. K.
Abstract. Belyı̆’s Theorem implies that the Riemann surfaces defined
over the field of algebraic numbers are precisely those which support
bipartite maps; this provides a faithful representation of the Galois
group of this field on these combinatorial objects.
My aim in this note is to show how combinatorics can play a central role
in uniting such topics as Galois theory, algebraic number theory, Riemann
surfaces, group theory and hyperbolic geometry. The relevant combinatorial
objects are maps on surfaces, often called dessins d’enfants in view of the rather
naı̈ve appearance of some of the most common examples. For simplicity I will
restrict attention to bipartite maps, though triangulations and hypermaps also
play an important role in this theory. More detailed surveys can be found in
[2, 5, 7], and for recent progress see [8].
A bipartite map B consists of a bipartite graph G imbedded (without crossings) in a compact, connected, oriented surface X, so that the faces (connected
components of X \ G) are simply connected. One can describe B by a pair of
permutations g0 and g1 of its edge-set E: the vertices can be coloured black
or white, so that each edge joins a black and a white vertex; the orientation of
X then determines a cyclic ordering of the edges around each black or white
vertex, and these are the disjoint cycles of g0 and g1 respectively. These two
permutations generate a subgroup G = ⇥g0 , g1 ⇤ of the symmetric group S E
of all permutations of E, called the monodromy group of B; the topological
hypotheses imply that G has to be connected, so G acts transitively on E.
Conversely, every 2-generator transitive group arises in this way from some
bipartite map B: the edges are the symbols permuted, the black and white
vertices correspond to the cycles of the two generators g0 and g1 , and the faces
correspond to the cycles of g⇥ = (g0 g1 ) 1 . Isomorphism of maps (preserving
orientation and vertex-colours) corresponds to conjugacy of pairs (g0 , g1 ) in
S E , and the automorphism group of B can be identified with the centraliser of
G in S E , that is, the group of all permutations which commute with G.
(Historical note: A slight modification of these ideas allows one to describe
any oriented map, whether bipartite or not, by a pair of permutations [6].
Although generally regarded as a modern development, this use of permutations
can be traced back at least as far as Hamilton’s construction of what we now
call Hamiltonian cycles in the icosahedron [4].)
Every bipartite map B is a quotient of the universal bipartite map B̂,
drawn on the upper half-plane U = { z C | Im(z) > 0 }; the vertices of B̂ are
the rational numbers r/s (in reduced form) with s odd, coloured black or white
1
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as r is even or odd, and the edges are the hyperbolic geodesics (euclidean semicircles) joining vertices r/s and x/y with ry sx = ±1. The automorphisms
of B̂ are the Möbius transformations
z⌃

az + b
cz + d

(a, b, c, d

Z, ad

bc = 1)

(⇥)

such that a ⇤ d ⇤ 1 and b ⇤ c ⇤ 0 mod (2); these form a normal subgroup
(2) of index 6 in the modular group = P SL2 (Z) of all transformations (⇥),
called the principal congruence subgroup of level 2 in . Now (2) is a free
group of rank 2, generated by the transformations
T0 : z ⌃

z
2z + 1

and

T1 : z ⌃

z
2z

2
,
3

so there is an epimorphism ⇥ : (2) ⌃ G, Ti ⌃ gi , which gives a transitive
permutation representation of (2) on E. If B denotes the subgroup ⇥ 1 (Ge )
of (2) fixing an edge e of B then B acts as a group of automorphisms of B̂, and
one can show that B ⇧
= B̂/B. The underlying surface of B̂/B is now a compact
Riemann surface U/B = (U ⌦ Q ⌦ {⌥})/B, formed by compactifying U/B
with finitely many points, corresponding to the orbits of B on the extended
rationals Q⌦{⌥}. One can regard B̂/B as a rigid, conformal model of B, with a
complex structure induced from that of U: for instance, the edges are geodesics,
the angles between edges around any vertex are equal, and the automorphisms
of B are conformal isometries of the Riemann surface.

Riemann showed that a Riemann surface X is compact if and only if it is
isomorphic to the Riemann surface of an algebraic curve f (x, y) = 0 for some
polynomial f (x, y)
C[x, y]. Computationally and theoretically, the most
satisfactory polynomials are those with coe⇤cients in the field Q of algebraic
numbers; results of Belyı̆ [1] and Weil [9] imply that the Riemann surfaces
corresponding to such polynomials f (x, y) Q[x, y] are those obtained from
bipartite maps by the above method. More precisely, Belyı̆ showed that a
compact Riemann surface X is defined over Q if and only if there is a Belyı̆
function from X to the Riemann sphere ⇥ = C⌦{⌥}, that is, a meromorphic
function on X which is unbranched over ⇥ \ {0, 1, ⌥}. In these circumstances,
1
X is the underlying surface of the bipartite map B =
(B1 ), where B1 is the
trivial bipartite map B̂/ (2) on ⇥ with a black vertex at 0, a white vertex at 1,
and a single edge along the unit interval [0, 1]. If each edge of B is identified with
the sheet of the covering : X ⌃ ⇥ which contains it, then the monodromy
group G of B coincides with the monodromy group of , regarded as a group of
permutations of the sheets; in particular, the elements g0 , g1 , g⇥ G describe
how the sheets are permuted by lifting small loops in ⇥ around the branchpoints 0, 1 and ⌥. Similarly, the automorphism group of B is identified with
the group of covering transformations of .
Since Q is the union of the Galois (finite normal) extensions K ⌅ Q in
C, it follows that the absolute Galois group G = Gal (Q/Q) of Q over Q is
2
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the projective limit of the finite Galois groups Gal (K/Q) of these algebraic
number fields; as such, it is an uncountable profinite group, which embodies
the whole of classical Galois theory over Q. This group G is of fundamental
importance in several areas of mathematics: for instance, the representation
theory of G played a crucial role in Wiles’s proof of Fermat’s Last Theorem [10],
and the Inverse Galois Problem (Hilbert’s still unproved conjecture that every
finite group is a Galois group over Q) is equivalent to showing that every finite
group is an epimorphic image of G. Fortunately, Belyı̆’s Theorem provides us
with an explicit realisation of G in terms of bipartite maps, which is beginning
to add to our rather meagre knowledge of this complicated group.
In [3], Grothendieck showed that the natural action of G on polynomials
over Q induces an action of G on bipartite maps (and on other similar combinatorial objects, generally known as dessins d’enfants), through the above
correspondence between maps and polynomials. Although G preserves such
properties of a map as its genus, the numbers and valencies of its black and
white vertices, its monodromy group and its automorphism group, this action
of G is nevertheless faithful, in the sense that each non-identity element of G
sends some bipartite map to a non-isomorphic bipartite map. Moreover, this
action remains faithful even when restricted to such simple objects as plane
trees (maps on the sphere with one face). One therefore has a combinatorial
approach to Galois theory, which is attracting interest from a wide spectrum
of mathematicians and theoretical physicists (for whom maps are an effective
discrete approximation to the compact Riemann surfaces which play a major
role in quantum gravity).
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a Dessin d’Enfant?
Leonardo Zapponi

A dessin d’enfant (“child’s drawing”) is a connected
graph with two extra bits of structure:
• at each vertex is given a cyclic ordering of the
edges meeting it;
• each vertex is assigned one of two colors, conventionally black and white, and the two ends
of every edge are colored differently.
These structures were introduced, at least in the
context about to be described, by Alexandre
Grothendieck in about 1984. There is an amazing
relationship between these dessins and deep arithmetical questions.

Dessins and Complex Geometry
Dessins arise naturally from finite coverings
X !→ P1 (C) by a Riemann surface X unramified
outside the points 0 , 1 , ∞ . Here P1 (C) is just the
Riemann sphere C ∪ {∞} . To such a covering a
dessin is associated in the following way: the black
nodes are the inverse images of 0 , the white ones
the inverse images of 1 , and the edges of the dessin
are the components of the inverse image of the line
segment (0, 1) . The cyclic order arises from local
monodromy around the vertices—i.e., winding
around the local sheets of the covering containing

3
2

3
1

2

1

Figure 1. The dessins with three edges. The cyclic ordering at each
vertex is indicated geometrically. The last two are distinct because
of different cyclic orders at the bottom vertex—(1, 3, 2) against
(1, 2, 3) .
Leonardo Zapponi is a researcher at the École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne. His email address is
leonardo.zapponi@epfl.ch.
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a common point. Thus, we get not only a dessin but
along with it an embedding into a Riemann surface.
We also get a cellular decomposition of the surface.
The faces of this decomposition are the connected
components of the inverse image of the complement of [0, 1] .
Monodromy associates to each path in the fundamental group of P∗ = P1 − {0, 1, ∞} with respect
to 1/2 a permutation of the edges in the dessin: a
closed path starting and ending at 1/2 will lift to
a path in the covering starting at one edge of the
dessin and ending at another.
This idea allows one to see, conversely, a simple way to construct a covering from a dessin. The
fundamental group of P∗ with respect to 1/2 is a
free group on two generators σ0 and σ1 , loops
around 0 and 1 . Associated to each of these is a
permutation of the edges of a dessin. The one associated to σ0 rotates the edges around each black
node in accord with the cyclic ordering at that
node, and similarly σ1 rotates around the white
nodes. This extends to a permutation representation of the whole free group. This group acts transitively on the edges, since the dessin is connected,
and the isotropy subgroup of any edge is therefore
a subgroup of index equal to the number of edges,
hence is associated to a finite covering of P∗ . Different isotropy subgroups are conjugate. But the
finite coverings of P∗ are also the coverings of
P1 (C) unramified except at 0 , 1 , or ∞ . Thus the
dessin determines such a covering.
Grothendieck wrote of this relationship: “This
discovery, which is technically so simple, made a
very strong impression on me, and it represents a
decisive turning point in the course of my reflections, a shift in particular of my centre of interest
in mathematics, which suddenly found itself
strongly focussed. I do not believe that a mathematical fact has ever struck me quite so strongly
as this one, nor had a comparable psychological
impact. This is surely because of the very familiar,
non-technical nature of the objects considered,
of which any child’s drawing scrawled on a bit of

AMS
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paper (at least if the drawing is made without lifting the pencil) gives a perfectly explicit example.
To such a dessin we find associated subtle arithmetic invariants, which are completely turned
topsy-turvy as soon as we add one more stroke.”

Arithmetic and Algebraic Geometry
Any finite cover of P1 (C) has an algebraic structure
defined over C. That is to say, the Riemann surface
and the projection are both defined by polynomials in C. In the following table we give the explicit
list for the dessins we have already seen.
Dessin

!
X

Equation for the cover

P1 (C)

β1 (x) = x3

P1 (C)

β2 (x) = 1 − β1 (x) = 1 − x3

P1 (C)

β3 (x) =

P1 (C)

β4 (x) = 1 − β3 (x)
=

(4 − x)(1 + 2x)2
27x

4(x − 1)
27x

3
2
β5 (x) = x +43x

P1 (C)

β6 (x) =

y 2 = x3 + 1

β7 (x, y) =

x3
x −1
3

1
2

Belyı̆ ’s Theorem
Everything so far is elementary, and yet…the manner in which “squishy” combinatorial objects (clay)
turn out to possess canonical rigid structures (crystal) remains astonishing. At this point we have
seen that dessins correspond to certain finite coverings of P1 defined over Q , but we do not know
what algebraic curves arise in this way. Grothendieck was amazed by this famous and remarkably
simple theorem due to G. V. Belyı̆ , first announced
in Helsinki in 1978: Every algebraic curve defined
over Q can be represented as a covering of P1
ramified over at most three points. In other words,
every algebraic curve defined over Q contains an
embedded dessin.

Galois Action

3

P1 (C)

Figure 3. Three faces on the left, one on the
right.

(1 + y)

We can see easily now that there are three faces
for the next to last dessin, which sits in a sphere,
but only one for the last, which is embedded in a
torus (Figure 2).
In Figure 3 these faces can be read off directly
from the dessin as the connected components of
a thickened dessin.
But now we enter into the realm of arithmetic
algebraic geometry with this pleasant observation:
Any dessin arises from a finite covering of P1 that
can be defined over the field Q of algebraic numbers. This is essentially a consequence of Weil’s
descent theory.

Dessins correspond to covers of P1 defined over
Q . The covers are permuted by the Galois group
Gal(Q/Q) , so this group also acts on the set of
dessins, and one consequence of Belyı̆ ’s theorem
is that the action is faithful. The deepest open
question in the theory of dessins is this: Can the
Galois orbits of dessins be distinguished by combinatorial or topological invariants? That is, is there
an effective way to tell whether two dessins belong
to the same Galois orbit? There are several obvious invariants, such as genus, valency lists, etc., but
it is known that they are insufficient to answer
this question. Other more delicate invariants have
been discovered, but whether a complete list exists—and, if so, whether finite or infinite—remains
a mystery.
References
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Figure 2. The last dessin
embedded in a torus.
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

In mathematics, a dessin d'enfant (French for a "child's drawing", plural dessins
d'enfants, "children's drawings") is a type of graph drawing used to study Riemann
surfaces and to provide combinatorial invariants for the action of the absolute Galois
group of the rational numbers.
Intuitively, a dessin d'enfant is simply a graph, with its vertices colored alternating
black and white, embedded onto an oriented surface which in many cases is simply a
plane. In order for the coloring to exist, the graph must be bipartite. The faces of the
embedding must be topological disks. The surface and the embedding may be
described combinatorially using a rotation system, a cyclic order of the edges
surrounding each vertex of the graph that describes the order in which the edges would
be crossed by a path that travels clockwise on the surface in a small loop around the
vertex. Any dessin can be used to provide the surface on which it is embedded with a
structure as a Riemann surface, and any Riemann surface can be described in this way.
The absolute Galois group transforms Riemann surfaces into each other, and thereby
also transforms the underlying dessins.
For a more detailed treatment of this subject, see Schneps (1994) or Lando & Zvonkin
(2004).
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19th century
Early proto-forms of dessins d'enfants appeared as early as 1856 in the Icosian
Calculus of William Rowan Hamilton;[1][2] in modern terms, Hamiltonian paths on the
icosahedral graph.
Recognizable modern dessins d'enfants (and Belyi functions) were used by Felix Klein
in (Klein 1879), which he called Linienzüge (German, plural of Linienzug “line-track”,
also used as a term for polygon); he used a white circle for the preimage of 0 and a '+'
for the preimage of 1, rather than a black circle for 0 and white circle for 1 as in
modern notation.[3] These diagrams were used in the construction of an 11-fold cover
of the Riemann sphere by itself, with monodromy group PSL(2,11), and followed
earlier work in (Klein 1878/1879b) (7-fold cover, PSL(2,7), connected to the Klein
quartic) and (Klein 1878/1879a) – these were all related to his investigations of the
geometry of the quintic equation (and the group
), collected in
his famous 1884/88 Lectures on the Icosahedron.

20th century
Dessins d'enfant in their modern form were then rediscovered over a century later and
named by Alexander Grothendieck in 1984 in his Esquisse d'un Programme. Zapponi
(2003) quotes Grothendieck regarding his discovery of the Galois action on dessins
d'enfants:

“

This discovery, which is technically so simple, made a very strong
impression on me, and it represents a decisive turning point in the
course of my reflections, a shift in particular of my centre of interest
in mathematics, which suddenly found itself strongly focussed. I do
not believe that a mathematical fact has ever struck me quite so
strongly as this one, nor had a comparable psychological impact.
This is surely because of the very familiar, non-technical nature of
the objects considered, of which any child’s drawing scrawled on a
bit of paper (at least if the drawing is made without lifting the pencil)
gives a perfectly explicit example. To such a dessin we find
associated subtle arithmetic invariants, which are completely turned
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topsy-turvy as soon as we add one more stroke.

Riemann surfaces and Belyi pairs
The complex numbers, together with a
special point designated as ", form a
topological space known as the
Riemann sphere. Any polynomial, and
more generally any rational function
p(x)/q(x) where p and q are
polynomials, transforms the Riemann
sphere by mapping it to itself.
Consider, for example,[4] the rational
function
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”

The dessin d'enfant arising from the rational
function ƒ = !(x ! 1)3(x ! 9)/64x. Not to scale.

Transforming a dessin d'enfant into a gluing
pattern for halfspaces of a Riemann surface by
including points at infinity.

At most points of the Riemann sphere, this transformation is a local homeomorphism:
it maps a small disk centered at any point in a one-to-one way into another disk.
However, at certain critical points, the mapping is more complicated, and maps a disk
centered at the point in a k-to-one way onto its image. The number k is known as the
degree of the critical point and the transformed image of a critical point is known as a
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dessin_d'enfant
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degree of the critical point and the transformed image of a critical point is known as a
80
critical value. The example given above, ƒ, has the following critical points and critical
values (some points of the Riemann sphere that, while not themselves critical, map to
one of the critical values, are also included; these are indicated by having degree one):
critical point x

critical value ƒ(x)

degree

0

!

1

1

0

3

9

0

1

3 + 2"3 # 6.464

1

2

3 $ 2"3 # $0.464

1

2

!

!

3

One may form a dessin d'enfant from ƒ by placing black points at the preimages of 0
(that is, at 1 and 9), white points at the preimages of 1 (that is, at 3 ± 2"3), and arcs at
the preimages of the line segment [0, 1]. This line segment has four preimages, two
along the line segment from 1 to 9 and two forming a simple closed curve that loops
from 1 to itself, surrounding 0; the resulting dessin is shown in the figure.
In the other direction, from this dessin,
described as a combinatorial object
without specifying the locations of the
critical points, one may form a compact
Riemann surface, and a map from that
surface to the Riemann sphere, equivalent
to the map from which the dessin was
originally constructed. To do so, place a
point labeled ! within each region of the
dessin (shown as the red points in the
second figure), and triangulate each
region by connecting this point to the
black and white points forming the
boundary of the region, connecting
multiple times to the same black or white
point if it appears multiple times on the
boundary of the region. Each triangle in
the triangulation has three vertices labeled
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dessin_d'enfant

The triangulation of the sphere from the
icosahedral dessin – (2,3,5) triangle group.
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0 (for the black points), 1 (for the white
points), or !. For each triangle, substitute
a half-plane, either the upper half-plane
for a triangle that has 0, 1, and ! in
counterclockwise order or the lower halfplane for a triangle that has them in
clockwise order, and for every adjacent
pair of triangles glue the corresponding
half-planes together along the portion of
their boundaries indicated by the vertex
labels. The resulting Riemann surface can
be mapped to the Riemann sphere by
using the identity map within each halfplane. Thus, the dessin d'enfant formed
from ƒ is sufficient to describe ƒ itself up
to biholomorphism.
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The triangulation of the Poincaré disk
covering the triangulation of the Klein
quartic by the dessin of "edges of the
order-3 heptagonal tiling" – (2,3,7)
triangle group.

The same construction applies more
generally when X is any Riemann surface
and ƒ is a Belyi function; that is, a
holomorphic function ƒ from X to the Riemann sphere having only 0, 1, and ! as
critical values. A pair (X, ƒ) of this type is known as a Belyi pair. From any Belyi pair
(X, ƒ) one can form a dessin d'enfant, drawn on the surface X, that has its black points
at the preimages ƒ"1(0) of 0, its white points at the preimages ƒ"1(1) of 1, and its
edges placed along the preimages ƒ"1([0, 1]) of the line segment [0, 1]. Conversely,
any dessin d'enfant on any surface X can be used to define gluing instructions for a
collection of halfspaces that together form a Riemann surface homeomorphic to X;
mapping each halfspace by the identity to the Riemann sphere produces a Belyi
function ƒ on X, and therefore leads to a Belyi pair (X, ƒ). Any two Belyi pairs (X, ƒ)
that lead to combinatorially equivalent dessins d'enfants are biholomorphic, and
Belyi's theorem implies that, for any compact Riemann surface X defined over the
algebraic numbers, there is a Belyi function ƒ and a dessin d'enfant that provides a
combinatorial description of both X and ƒ.
The resulting triangulation is a triangulation by the reflection domains of a triangle
group; for genus greater than 1, the resulting triangle group is a (cocompact) Fuchsian
group (specifically, a Fuchsian triangle group) – discrete isometries of the hyperbolic
plane, and the surface is the quotient of the hyperbolic plane by a finite index subgroup
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dessin_d'enfant
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Conversely, given a Riemann surface that is a quotient of a (2,3,n) tiling, the
associated dessin is the Cayley graph given by the order two and order three
generators; equivalently, the 1-skeleton (vertices and edges) of the order-3 tiling by ngons: vertices give black dots, centers of edges give white dots, and centers of faces
give the points over infinity.

Maps and hypermaps
A vertex in a dessin has a graph-theoretic degree, the number of incident edges, that
equals its degree as a critical point of the Belyi function. In the example above, all
white points have degree two; dessins with the property that each white point has two
edges are known as clean, and their corresponding Belyi functions are called pure.
When this happens, one can describe the dessin by a simpler embedded graph, one that
has only the black points as its vertices and that has an edge for each white point with
endpoints at the white point's two black neighbors. For instance, the dessin shown in
the figure could be drawn more simply in this way as a pair of black points with an
edge between them and a self-loop on one of the points. It is common to draw only the
black points of a clean dessin and to leave the white points unmarked; one can recover
the full dessin by adding a white point at the midpoint of each edge of the map.
Thus, any embedding of a graph on a surface in which each face is a disk (that is, a
topological map) gives rise to a dessin by treating the graph vertices as black points of
a dessin and placing white points at the midpoint of each embedded graph edge. If a
map corresponds to a Belyi function ƒ, its dual map (the dessin formed from the
preimages of the line segment [1, !]) corresponds to the multiplicative inverse 1/ƒ.[5]
A dessin that is not clean can be transformed into a clean dessin on the same surface,
by recoloring all of its points as black and adding new white points on each of its
edges. The corresponding transformation of Belyi pairs is to replace a Belyi function "
by the pure Belyi function # = 4"(" $ 1). One may calculate the critical points of #
directly from this formula: #$1(0) = "$1(0) ! "$1(1), #$1(!) = "$1(!), and
#$1(1) = "$1(1/2). Thus, #$1(1) is the preimage under " of the midpoint of the line
segment [0,1], and the edges of the dessin formed from # subdivide the edges of the
dessin formed from ".
Under the interpretation of a clean dessin as a map, an arbitrary dessin is a hypermap:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dessin_d'enfant
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that is, a drawing of a hypergraph in which the black points represent vertices and the
white points represent hyperedges.

Trees and Shabat polynomials
The simplest bipartite graphs are the trees. Any
embedding of a tree has a single region, and
therefore by Euler's formula lies on a spherical
surface. The corresponding Belyi pair forms a
transformation of the Riemann sphere which, if one
places the pole at !, can be represented as a
polynomial. Conversely, any polynomial with 0 and
1 as its finite critical values forms a Belyi function
from the Riemann sphere to itself, having a single
infinite-valued critical point, and corresponding to a
dessin d'enfant that is a tree. The degree of the
polynomial equals the number of edges in the
corresponding tree.

The dessin d'enfant
corresponding to the sextic
monomial p(x) = x6.

For example, take p to be the
monomial p(x) = xd having only one
finite critical point and critical value,
both zero. Although 1 is not a critical
value for p, it is still possible to
interpret p as a Belyi function from the
The Chebyshev polynomials and the
Riemann sphere to itself because its
corresponding dessins d'enfants, alternatelycritical values all lie in the set
colored path graphs.
{0,1,!}. The corresponding dessin
d'enfant is a star having one central
black vertex connected to d white leaves (a complete bipartite graph K1,d).
More generally, a polynomial p(x) having two critical values y1 and y2 is known as a
Shabat polynomial, after George Shabat. Such a polynomial may be normalized into a
Belyi function, with its critical values at 0 and 1, by the formula
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but it may be more convenient to leave p in its un-normalized form.[6]
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An important family of examples of Shabat polynomials are given by the Chebyshev
polynomials of the first kind, Tn(x), which have !1 and 1 as critical values. The
corresponding dessins take the form of path graphs, alternating between black and
white vertices, with n edges in the path. Due to the connection between Shabat
polynomials and Chebyshev polynomials, Shabat polynomials themselves are
sometimes called generalized Chebyshev polynomials.
Different trees will, in general, correspond to different Shabat polynomials, as will
different embeddings or colorings of the same tree. Up to normalization and linear
transformations of its argument, the Shabat polynomial is uniquely determined from a
coloring of an embedded tree, but it is not always straightforward to find a Shabat
polynomial that has a given embedded tree as its dessin d'enfant.

The absolute Galois group and its invariants
The polynomial

Two conjugate dessins d'enfants

may be made into a Shabat polynomial by choosing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dessin_d'enfant
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[7]

The two choices of a lead to two Belyi functions ƒ1 and ƒ2. These functions, though
closely related to each other, are not equivalent, as they are described by the two
nonisomorphic trees shown in the figure.
However, as these polynomials are defined over the algebraic number field
, they may be transformed by the action of the absolute Galois group ! of
the rational numbers. An element of ! that transforms "21 to #"21 will transform ƒ1
into ƒ2 and vice versa, and thus can also be said to transform each of the two trees
shown in the figure into the other tree. More generally, due to the fact that the critical
values of any Belyi function are the pure rationals 0, 1, and $, these critical values are
unchanged by the Galois action, so this action takes Belyi pairs to other Belyi pairs.
One may define an action of ! on any dessin d'enfant by the corresponding action on
Belyi pairs; this action, for instance, permutes the two trees shown in the figure.
Due to Belyi's theorem, the action of ! on dessins is faithful (that is, every two
elements of ! define different permutations on the set of dessins),[8] so the study of
dessins d'enfants can tell us much about ! itself. In this light, it is of great interest to
understand which dessins may be transformed into each other by the action of ! and
which may not. For instance, one may observe that the two trees shown have the same
degree sequences for their black nodes and white nodes: both have a black node with
degree three, two black nodes with degree two, two white nodes with degree two, and
three white nodes with degree one. This equality is not a coincidence: whenever !
transforms one dessin into another, both will have the same degree sequence. The
degree sequence is one known invariant of the Galois action, but not the only
invariant.
The stabilizer of a dessin is the subgroup of ! consisting of group elements that leave
the dessin unchanged. Due to the Galois correspondence between subgroups of ! and
algebraic number fields, the stabilizer corresponds to a field, the field of moduli of the
dessin. An orbit of a dessin is the set of all other dessins into which it may be
transformed; due to the degree invariant, orbits are necessarily finite and stabilizers are
of finite index. One may similarly define the stabilizer of an orbit (the subgroup that
fixes all elements of the orbit) and the corresponding field of moduli of the orbit,
another invariant of the dessin. The stabilizer of the orbit is the maximal normal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dessin_d'enfant
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subgroup of ! contained in the stabilizer of the dessin, and the field of moduli of the
orbit corresponds to the smallest normal extension of
that contains the field of
moduli of the dessin. For instance, for the two conjugate dessins considered in this
section, the field of moduli of the orbit is
. The two Belyi functions ƒ1 and
ƒ2 of this example are defined over the field of moduli, but there exist dessins for
which the field of definition of the Belyi function must be larger than the field of
moduli.[9]

Notes
1. ^ W. R. Hamilton, Letter to John T. Graves "On the Icosian" (17th October 1856),
Mathematical papers, Vol. III, Algebra, eds. H. Halberstam and R. E. Ingram,
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1967, pp. 612–625.
2. ^ Jones, Gareth (1995), "Dessins d'enfants: bipartite maps and Galois groups"
(http://radon.mat.univie.ac.at/~slc/s/s35jones.html) , Séminaire Lotharingien de
Combinatoire B35d: 4, http://radon.mat.univie.ac.at/~slc/s/s35jones.html, PDF
(http://www.emis.de/journals/SLC/wpapers/s35jones.pdf)
3. ^ (le Bruyn 2008)
4. ^ This example was suggested by Lando & Zvonkin (2004), pp. 109–110.
5. ^ Lando & Zvonkin (2004), pp. 120–121.
6. ^ Lando & Zvonkin (2004), p. 82.
7. ^ Lando & Zvonkin (2004), pp. 90–91. For the purposes of this example, ignore the
parasitic solution a = 25/21.
8. ^ ! acts faithfully even when restricted to dessins that are trees; see Lando & Zvonkin
(2004), Theorem 2.4.15, pp. 125–126.
9. ^ Lando & Zvonkin (2004), pp. 122–123.
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We saw that the icosahedron can be constructed from the alternating group A 5 by considering
the elements of a conjugacy class of order 5 elements as the vertices and edges between two
vertices if their product is still in the conjugacy class.
This description is so nice that one would like to have a similar construction for the buckyball.
But, the buckyball has 60 vertices, so they surely cannot correspond to the elements of a
conjugacy class of A 5 . But, perhaps there is a larger group, somewhat naturally containing A 5 ,
having a conjugacy class of 60 elements?
This is precisely the statement contained in Galois’ last letter. He showed that 11 is the largest
prime p such that the group L 2 (p) = PSL 2 (F p ) has a (transitive) permutation presentation
on p elements. For, p=11 the group L 2 (11) is of order 660, so it permuting 11 elements means
that this set must be of the form X = L 2 (11)/A with A ⊂ L 2 (11) a subgroup of 60
elements… and it turns out that A ≃ A 5 …
Actually there are TWO conjugacy classes of subgroups isomorphic to A 5 in L 2 (11) and we
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2 (11)

89
have already seen one description of these using the biplane geometry (one class is the
stabilizer subgroup of a ‘line’, the other the stabilizer subgroup of a point).

Here, we will give yet another description of these two classes of A 5 in L 2 (11), showing
among other things that the theory of dessins d’enfant predates Grothendieck by 100 years.
In the very same paper containing the first depiction of the Dedekind tessellation, Klein found
1
1
that there should be a degree 11 cover P C → P C with monodromy group L 2 (11), ramified
only in the three points 0, 1, ∞ such that there is just one point lying over ∞, seven over 1 of
which four points where two sheets come together and finally 5 points lying over 0 of which
three where three sheets come together. In 1879 he wanted to determine this cover explicitly in
the paper “Ueber die Transformationen elfter Ordnung der elliptischen Funktionen” (Math.
Annalen) by describing all Riemann surfaces with this ramification data and pick out those with
the correct monodromy group.
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He manages to do so by associating to all these covers their ‘dessins d’enfants’ (which he calls
Linienzuges), that is the pre-image of the interval [0,1] in which he marks the preimages of 0 by
a bullet and those of 1 by a +, such as in the innermost darker graph on the right above. He even
has these two wonderful pictures explaining how the dessin determines how the 11 sheets fit
together. (More examples of dessins and the correspondences of sheets were drawn in the 1878
paper.)
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The ramification data91
translates
to the following statements
about the Linienzuge : (a) it
must be a tree (∞ has one
preimage), (b) there are exactly
11 (half)edges (the degree of
the cover),
(c) there are 7 +-vertices and 5
o-vertices (preimages of 0 and
1) and (d) there are 3 trivalent
o-vertices and 4 bivalent +vertices (the sheetinformation).
Klein finds that there are
exactly 10 such dessins and
lists them in his Fig. 2 (left).
Then, he claims that one the
two dessins of type I give the
correct monodromy group.
Recall that the monodromy
group is found by giving each
of the half-edges a number
from 1 to 11 and looking at the
permutation τ of order two
pairing the half-edges adjacent
to a +-vertex and the order
three permutation σ listing the
half-edges by cycling counterclockwise around a o-vertex.
The monodromy group is the
group generated by these two
elements.
Fpr example, if we label the
type V-dessin by the numbers
of the white regions bordering the half-edges (as in the picture Fig. 3 on the right above) we get
σ = (7, 10, 9)(5, 11, 6)(1, 4, 2) and τ = (8, 9)(7, 11)(1, 5)(3, 4).
Nowadays, it is a matter of a few seconds to determine the monodromy group using GAP and
we verify that this group is A 11 .
Of course, Klein didn’t have GAP at his disposal, so he had to rule out all these cases by hand.
gap> g:=Group((7,10,9)(5,11,6)(1,4,2),(8,9)(7,11)(1,5)(3,4));
Group([ (1,4,2)(5,11,6)(7,10,9), (1,5)(3,4)(7,11)(8,9) ])
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Klein used the fact that L 2 (7) only has elements of orders 1,2,3,5,6 and 11. So, in each of the
remaining cases he had to find an element of a different order. For example, in type V he
3
verified that the element τ. (σ. τ) is equal to the permutation (1,8)(2,10,11,9,6,4,5)(3,7) and
consequently is of order 14.
Perhaps Klein knew this but GAP tells us that the monodromy group of all the remaining 8 cases
is isomorphic to the alternating group A 11 and in the two type I cases is indeed L 2 (11).
Anyway, the two dessins of type I correspond to the two conjugacy classes of subgroups A 5 in
the group L 2 (11).
But, back to the buckyball! The upshot of all this is that we have the group L 2 (11) containing
two classes of subgroups isomorphic to A 5 and the larger group L 2 (11) does indeed have two
conjugacy classes of order 11 elements containing exactly 60 elements (compare this to the two
conjugacy classes of order 5 elements in A 5 in the icosahedral construction). Can we construct
the buckyball out of such a conjugacy class?
To start, we can identify the 12 pentagons of the buckyball from a conjugacy class C of order 11
elements. If x ∈ C, then so do x 3 , x 4 , x 5 and x 9 , whereas the powers
x 2 , x 6 , x 7 , x 8 , x 10 belong to the other conjugacy class. Hence, we can divide our 60
elements in 12 subsets of 5 elements and taking an element x in each of these, the vertices of a
pentagon correspond (in order) to (x, x 3 , x 9 , x 5 , x 4 ).
Group-theoretically this follows from the fact that the factorgroup of the normalizer of x modulo
the centralizer of x is cyclic of order 5 and this group acts naturally on the conjugacy class of x
with orbits of size 5.
Finding out how these pentagons fit together using hexagons is a lot subtler… and in The graph
of the truncated icosahedron and the last letter of Galois Bertram Kostant shows how to do this.
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Fix a subgroup isomorphic to A 5 and let D be the set of all its order 2 elements (recall that they
form a full conjugacy class in this A 5 and that there are precisely 15 of them). Now, the
startling observation made by Kostant is that for our order 11 element x in C there is a unique
element a ∈ D such that the commutator b = [x, a] = x −1 a −1 xa belongs again to D. The
unique hexagonal side having vertex x connects it to the element b. xwhich belongs again to C
−1
as b. x = (ax) . x. (ax).
Concluding, if C is a conjugacy class of order 11 elements in L 2 (11), then its 60 elements can
http://www.neverendingbooks.org/index.php/kleins-dessins-denfant-and-the-buckyball.html
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be viewed as corresponding to the vertices of the buckyball. Any element x ∈ C is connected
by two pentagonal sides to the elements x 3 and x 4 and one hexagonal side connecting it to
τx = b. x.
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Very interesting — I didn’t know about Klein’s earlier discovery of dessins, and
have
updated the Wikipedia article (about which I’d appreciate feedback) to mention this.
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lieven says:
July 9, 2008 at 12:16 pm
I’ve been told by David Singerman and Gareth Jones that the earliest use of a
monodromy group associated to a dessin is due to Hamilton in his investigation of the
Icosian game :
\bibitem{Ham} W.~R.~Hamilton, Letter to John T.~Graves `On the
Icosian’ (17th October 1856), \textsl{Mathematical papers, Vol.~III, Algebra\/},
eds.~H.~Halberstam and R.~E.~Ingram, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,
1967, pp.~612–625.
See also the paper Dessins d’enfants: bipartite maps and Galois groups.
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“L_2(7) has elements of order 11 ??? Try 7.
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